
GALAXY DYNAMICS AND DARK MATTER

Source: http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap040221.html

From a picture of a typical galaxy like this (top center), one can see how the 
distribution of light would look roughly like this graph (below left). This 
would lead one to hypothesize that the distribution of mass in the galaxy 
(being primarily that of stars) should follow a similar curve (below right).

We know the orbital velocity of our sun around the galactic center through 
observation of non-rotating bodies outside the galactic disk such as globular 
clusters and other galaxies. Astronomers can combine this information with 
redshifts we observe for other stars and gas clouds in our galactic disk to 
calculate their orbital velocities as well.  Plotting this rotational velocity over 
distance from the galactic center produces the curve shown below.

Credit: Universe 6e, Freedman and Kaufmann

"Figure 25.17 The Galaxy's Rotation Curve

The Galaxy's Rotation Curve The blue curve
shows the orbital speeds of stars and gas in
the disk of the Galaxy out to a distance of
18,000 parsecs from the galactic center.
(Very few stars are found beyond this
 distance.) The dashed red curve indicates
how this orbital speed should decline beyond
the confines of most of the Galaxy's visible
mass. Because the data (blue curve) do not
show any such decline, there must be an
 abundance of invisible dark matter that
extends to great distances from the galactic
center."

This is surprising if we expect the majority of mass to be concentrated near 
the galactic center as originally hypothesized. Kepler's laws explain that 
orbital velocities should decrease with distance from the center of mass as 
they do in our solar system (below).

Using these data it is possible to calculate the mass distribution in our galaxy 
out to 60,000 light years (the visible edge) with Kepler's third law derived here:
Third Law: P^2 = 4p^2R^3          =>    P = 2pR      =>     M = RV2
                            G(M1 + M2)                       V                           G
Performing this calculation at varius distances from the galactic center 
produced a new picture of mass distribution in our galaxy:
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    Red shift distances using the 
Hubble Constant and 
inaccuracies based on the 
Dynamic movement within the 
cluster.
Finding the distance to galaxies using the 
Hubble flow in the Virgo Cluster proved to be 
futile. The V-cluster is a young cluster and  
irregular. The movement within the cluster is 
much more dynamic then one would find in 
older clusters (Tamman, 1972). The Virgo 
cluster is made of 5 distinct Sub-Clusters that 
all have been shown to be moving into the 
M87 sub-cluster A (Blakeslee, West 2000.) 
(Bingelli, 1999) (Briel et al.) Though only a 
few of the ~1500 galaxies are blue shifted in 
the V-C cluster the cluster shows a very high 
variety of red shifts varying from IC 3248 
with z= -0.000801 to M99with z=0.008029. 
(Bingelli et al1999) (Seds/Messier)( NED) 
M87 has long been thought to be the center of 
the Virgo Galaxy. This was later verified 
when the X-ray satellite Uhuru took it's first 
images of it in 1970. Astronomers Edwin M. 
Kellogg and Herbert Gursky used the Uhuru 
satelliteto obeserve the Virgo Cluster and  
they saw that the entire cluster was connected 
by hydrogen gas. This gas was too 
unsubstantiated and too hot to be seen in the 
visible light spectrum. It burned at over 25 
million degrees Celsius (Sarazin 1988.)
When X-rays identified this gas in the Virgo 
Cluster ~20% of the Dark Matter that Zwicky 
and Smith said were needed to explian the 
Dynamics of the V-Cluster was identified 
(Briel et al 2002) 

length=µd    d=v/H

Data for redshift was obtained courtesy of the NASA Extragalactic database. All equations for finding distance were derived using a Hubble 
constant of 71km/s/Megparsec.

The Dark Conclusion: There are 200 
billion observable stars in our galaxy, 
averaging about 0.3 solar masses each 
(Freedman p.547). That gives an observable 
galaxy that  weighs only 6.6 e10 solar 
masses, or about 1/5 of the mass calculated. 
Therefore, 80% of the mass of the galaxy 
we can see is unaccounted for by 
observation at any wavelength. 
Furthermore, the fact that a decline in 
orbital velocity is not detected for even the 
furthest  observable bodies in our galaxy 
suggests that the main gravitating body of 
the Milky Way is much larger than we see, 
probably extending for many light years 
beyond the halo. This "Dark Matter" appears 
to be the primary constituent of our galaxy.

This shows that the large majority of mass is concentrated in the 
outer regions of the galaxy, far from the bright bulging center...

       =>   Hypothesis  =>
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Summary: 
Even though the distances that I derived from the galaxies redshift  are completely wrong, they do give insight into the true nature of the 
dynamics of the V-Cluster. I believe that the reason that these distances are incorrect is based on the individual galaxies movement. Galaxies with 
low redshift like NGC4438 are most likely located beyond M87 and are moving towards it at a rate equal to their redshift minus the general 
expansion rate of the V-Cluster. Galaxies like M88 are most likely located in front of the cluster in relation to us and heading towards it at a rate 
equal to their redshift minus the same expansion rate. The angular distances and magnitude of these galaxies work well with this explanation. 

Conclusion:
Given distances to the Virgo cluster range from d= ~16 Mpc for studies done using PNe and SBFs to d=~20 Mpc for novae, Dn-o, or globular 
clusters (Bingelli 1999) (West, Blaksee 2000.)  The discrepancy between individual galaxies is still too great to be able to obtain a completely 
accurate Hubble constant using distance alone. I do believe that even though these different methods show incongruities that if the ratios in 
these measurements  between galaxies prove similar that the dynamic movement of individual galaxies could help us in understanding the 
exact amount of the Hubble Constant. 
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Distances Measured Using the Hubble Flow. 

M87 is the center of the Virgo-Cluster (Sarazin, 1988) though the location of the galaxies on figure1. are wrong they do give insight into the movement of galaxies within the Virgo Cluster. 
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